


promote intercultural awareness and friendship. Limitations

could be turned into opportunities. If language is a barrier, then

attending language programmes offers the chance of meeting

different people. Learning the language is not enough, however.

To become cosmopolitan one also needs to have a heightened

level of intercultural awareness. This requires an open mind,

respect for cultural diversity and sensitivity to individual

differences.

Fanny Vong, PhD

President
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With Macao becoming an

attractive hunting ground for new

job opportunities, strolling on the

Taipa streets on weekends

nowadays is an interesting

experience. One observes an

increasing number of foreign

residents sharing peaceful

afternoons in coffee shops, parks

and supermarkets, struggling

with their limited Cantonese to get supplies from local stores.

While cultural adjustments are taking place at work, one cannot

help but wonder if different nationalities are ready (and equipped)

to mix in common social networks - and if such networks exist

at all. A casual chat with an expatriate friend revealed that

expatriates lack outlets to mix with the local population and

therefore tend to stick together a lot, only to become even

sticklier  by forming foreign clubs and associations. On the

other hand, residents have formed deep-rooted local friendships

and family ties while growing up in town and may find exploring

and maintaining new friendships demanding, especially if that

requires foreign language proficiency. But whatever is the case,

there is so much to learn from one another that it is important to
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President s Message

Who designs the classroom culture?

Several years ago while preparing for a move to Malaysia I

received a very useful piece of advice from a friend of mine.

Don t ever turn the bottom of your foot (even if in a shoe)

towards a woman there.  After arriving I was well received when

I used the traditional palm-to-palm brush followed by a

touching of the heart as I was introduced to a colleague. In

cultural perspectives, subtle gestures to some are rudimentary

and crucial to others. How we demonstrate mutual respect

across cultures can be challenging, especially when the

interaction is taking place in a location that is not native to

either party! The notion of host culture  is important when

considering how to present the whole package  of a destination.

Similarly, each classroom has its own culture. As facilitators

and instructors we need to quickly establish trust with our

students and couple that with encouragement to take risks in

our shared classroom culture environment. In that framework

(regardless of the subject matter) students can more readily

explore aspects that they may not have delved into. They also

will be preparing for future on-the-job interactions that might

involve a person who comes from a culture that (they) have

never examined. Since we cannot detail every culture of the

world in our limited time with our students, the focus and

quality of interaction within our respective classroom

environment(s) is crucial in students  professional preparation.

When we provide practical real-life situations and/or

applications of the foundational tenets within our industry,

being alert about and responsive to cross cultural concerns is

vital in the process. After all, the negotiation of a contract or

securing of any agreement across cultures involves so much

more than logistics and the crunching of numbers.

Tom Wilhelm, Editor
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Aveline Perez, Manager of
Projects, Planning and Strategic

Change at University of Melbourne
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Aveline Perez opens cultural gateways for students and course providers

Aveline Perez advocates breaking
down barriers within classrooms
and in cross cultural communication
situations as a whole. She is
Manager of Projects, Planning and
Strategic Change for one of the
Faculties at the University of
Melbourne, having also served as
International Learning Skil ls
Advisor there. Ms. Perez has used
dynamic methods within the
classroom; she also helped
newly-arr ived students with
their  language and cul tural
a d j u s t m e n t s ,  w r i t i n g  t h e
widely appreciated Studying in
Austral ia:  the study abroad

students  guide to success. She is an avid traveller and a
delightful conversationalist.

T: Aveline, first of all, thank you for contributing to our newsletter.
In training programmes for tourism or hospitality, do you believe
a student could be considered at risk  in terms of culture? If
so, what remedies would you suggest for such cultural issues?

A: Yes, most certainly. In the tourism industry to do your job
well, you need the tools to identify and interpret when behaviour
stems from a different way of seeing the world, and the skills to
know how to approach and discuss with others the outcomes
you would like from reconciling that difference. With soft  skills,
(eg. communication, presentation, team work) there is a
tendency to rely on students  natural abilities and not teach these
skills overtly. Or we think we have included them in our
curriculum by making them the form of assessment, (i.e. we
set a team assignment, or oral presentation, but assess only
the content, not the method). If we are not teaching and
assessing a student s ability to work in a team and communicate
with a wide variety of people, then we are sending students out
into the workforce who may be at risk  of under-performing in
these areas. Interestingly, when speaking to employers, it is
these soft  skills that they value most in graduates, so I think
there is a strong incentive to ensure it is a formal part of the
curriculum. We are good at identifying our own cultural issues
when we are away from our culture - most people can tell you
precisely what they find different or what they miss from their
own culture when they are homesick . But to identify another
person s cultural sensibilities is more difficult. The layers of
personal / familial / institutional / cultural behaviours are tricky
to peel back. If a student prefers to limit team participation is it
because s/he prefers to work alone (what Myers-Briggs calls
an Introvert)? Is s/he from a single child family? Has s/he only
worked on individual assessment in past schooling? Or, is s/he
from a culture that values independent development rather than
collective development? These are nearly impossible to divide
(especially as some of these attitudes will reinforce others). As
teachers, our goal should be to help students identify these
many layers. It is easier for a student to attribute academic
problems to a lack of understanding of the facts of a subject

(which is easily solved), than to a lack of knowledge in how,
when, or even where to study. But by helping students with the
process as well as the product, (they) can learn to learn, which
makes for a better student and a great employee.

T: What motivational techniques do you believe could be applied
successfully with (IFT) students?

A: I have found that relevance is a prime motivator. Employers
want to take graduates who have relevant experience (so it is
important to build this into courses), and students want to do
courses that employers value. IFT is well positioned to continue
to work with local industries and ensure its courses offer students
a relevant experience.

T: Are there specific skills that you consider especially beneficial
when addressing cultural awareness concerns within our
students  future(s)?

A: The best communication tool anyone can develop is that of
active listening, and an awareness of body language (especially
an appreciation of how much this varies across cultures). But
you need to be clear about what outcome you want. There are
many negotiation strategies - all have a place in negotiating a
result that works. These are skills that definitely need practice
in a safe, well-constructed environment first.

T: Could you highlight any other cross cultural communication
concerns - or lessons learned through experience?

A: I remember being very frustrated with one student as I
explained a point and when checking her understanding she
shook her head, so I explained it again - to which she shook
her head harder, so I explained again  then realized that for
her culture shaking her head was a way of agreeing with me.
She was just as frustrated with this silly teacher who kept saying
the same thing over and over again! It was important to raise
this difference with her - imagine what a teacher who didn t
understand this body language would think about the student s
ability to comprehend even the simplest facts. If my student
shaking her head had had the confidence and experience to
tell me she understood the point, I would have realised what
was happening a lot sooner. It is harder to speak out when you
are not using your first language and, in some cultures,
particularly difficult to admit publicly that you are not succeeding
(and risk losing face) or that your teacher is the one who doesn t
get it ! Teachers need to be willing to foster these dialogues
between themselves and their students in class, and between
the students themselves too. Institutions need to support
teachers with programs that teach them how to embed this in
their curriculum.

Tom Wilhelm, Editor
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A BIG day for our 2006/07 graduates

7 November was certainly a very memorable and all-important

day as 372 degrees, diplomas or certificates were presented to

our graduates!

The ceremony commenced in the afternoon and was staged at

the Macau Tower Convention and Entertainment Centre. After

the national anthem, Chief Executive of the Macao SAR, Mr.

Edmund Ho, delivered his congratulatory address. Graduate

representative, Wong Pui Shan, delivered her speech on behalf

of the graduating class in which she highlighted feelings

regarding students  years at IFT. This was followed by the

conferring of degrees and the presenting of various scholarships.

Special thanks go to the Secretary for Social Affairs and Culture,

Dr. Chui Sai On - as well as the other local VIPs who were at

the ceremony, for taking time out of their busy schedules.

Due to the recent surge in tourism industry development and

expansive projections for the coming years, you might be curious

as to which employment sectors our graduates will be engaged

in after their graduation. Well, stay tuned, as more news will be

provided in the upcoming issue.

Louisa Lam
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The dynamic and challenging tourism industry invites you on

board!

Should you wish to be fully geared up for your future profession,

IFT is THE place for your education.

Fly High with the Tourism Industry. Welcome aboard IFT!

2008/09 intake for Bachelor Degree Programmes

Our annual intake for the Bachelor Degree Programmes will be

from 3 -14 March. Those potential senior secondary school

graduates who are eager to have a preview of what we offer

are most welcome to join our Life-experience Programme, IFT

Student For A Day.  This fun and informative programme will

be arranged during two consecutive weekends on 1, 2, 8 and 9

March. The latest news about our student recruitment, and

information about our programmes, can be readily found at

www.ift.edu.mo.

Should there be further queries, please feel free to address

these to registry@ift.edu.mo, or call us at Tel: 85983 087 /

85983 127.

Louisa Lam
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                  Camera-happy relative surprises graduate                                                     Graduates from PACES                                                                  Graduation Ceremony Student Helpers

Graduates posing at their milestone moment
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Conference attendance

Dr. Sharif Shams Imon and Mr. Ong Chin Ee were invited to

assist in conducting a National Training-of-Trainer Workshop

on Cultural Tourism Sites Management and Guiding in Lao PDR

held in Lao PDR. This workshop was conducted jointly with

UNESCO combined with the programme Training-of-Trainer for

Cultural Heritage Specialist Guides.

Mr. Hugo Bandeira and Mr. David Wong from F&B attended an

exhibition of Wine for Asia 2007  in Singapore on 25-27

October.

Professor Soo May Cheng attended the Cosmoprof 2007 , the

largest and most prestigious international beauty event in Asia,

in Hong Kong on 14 November for gathering information and

industry networking (for a potential Spa Management course

at IFT).

Professor Soo May Cheng and Ms. Cindia Lam presented their

papers Community Participation in and Benefits of Tourism

Development in The Turpan Valley, Xinjiang Autonomous

Region of China  and Profiling Tourists  Roles and Motives in

Macao: Why Did They Come During The Shoulder Seasons?

during the 8th International Joint World Cultural Tourism

Conference held in Busan, Korea on 16-18 November.

Ms. Connie Loi and Ms. Frances Kong presented their papers

The Role of Gaming as Recreation in Travel Destination Choice

- Attitude Comparison between Tourists and Residents in

Macao  and An Assessment of the Business Environment for

Small Tourism Ventures Development in the Gaming City of

Macao  from 1-2 December in the 4th International Conference

on Gaming Industry and Public Welfare  in Shanghai, China.

Professor Leonardo A.N. Dioko was invited to attend the regional

meeting on Safeguarding Intangible Heritage and Sustainable

Cultural Tourism: Opportunities and Challenges  organised by

UNESCO on 11-13 December.

Sophy U
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Orientation camp for YEAR 1 students

On 6 and 7 October the Student Union organised a two-day

orientation camp for the freshmen of IFT. Freshmen were able

to make new friends from different majors and become familiar

with the structure of SU. On the first afternoon we went to the

Hac-Sa Youth Hostel for the introductory session. Students got

to know each other after playing several games. In the evening,

we had an enjoyable barbecue dinner followed by a camp fire

at the theatre beside the hostel. On the second day, we had

our breakfast and built a big IFT logo on the beach. Every student

was fully involved in that fun game! After that, we went back to

Macao. Through this camp, new students and union members

have built up a friendly and close relationship. All attendees

happily achieved the objective of making friends and working

as a team.

Student Union
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Sand Sculpture 101 - Build an IFT logo hand-in-hand  - for year 1 students
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Executive Development Workshop on Event Management

Macao is becoming a world leader in the creation and delivery

of major events. The completion of  bigger and better convention,

exhibition and entertainment facilities enables us to play host

to international conferences, entertainment and sports events.

As the events industry grows and develops so will the demand

for well-qualified, knowledgeable executives to manage the vast

human, technical and financial resources that go into events.

To meet this need, IFT organised two one-day executive

development workshops on Event Management , on 9 and 10

November.

The workshop is part of the executive certificate programme in

Event Management  which is now taught in seven cities around

the world including London, Sydney and Singapore. The

certificate programme will be launched in early 2008 and

participants undertaking the programme will receive advanced

standing in the programme.

The workshop has been designed to enhance the professional

skill and knowledge base of those already employed within the

event industry. It is also intended to serve as a useful platform

for people wishing to launch careers in the exciting and multi-

faceted field of event management.

The focus of the workshop was on core knowledge and skills

involved in event creation and delivery. Processes that were

specifically dealt with included: Event management basics,

Creating innovative event concepts and themes, Event planning

and initiation and Applying project management to events.

Most of the 58 participants were senior executives from various

professional sectors, including tourism organisations, major 5-

star hotels, the Macau Government Tourist Office, private

organisations as well as academics.

IFT was privileged to have invited Rob Harris, Director of the

Australian Centre of Event Management (ACEM), University of

Technology, Sydney, and Johnny Allen, Associate Director of

ACEM, to deliver the workshops. Rob Harris has been involved

in event management training, education and curriculum

development for over 10 years and is a Foundation Director of

the Festivals and Events Association of Australia. He has an

international reputation as an event management educator in a

variety of locations around the world including the United

Kingdom, Malaysia, Mainland China and New Zealand, as well

as throughout Australia. Rob is a co-author of the texts Festival

and Special Event Management and the Regional Event

Management Handbook, as well as a number of event related

Journal articles. He is on the editorial board of the international

journal Event Management, and is the founder of the recently

established Event Education and Research Network Australasia.

Johnny Allen is the Foundation Director of ACEM and an adjunct

lecturer at the School of Leisure, Sport and Tourism, University

of Technology, Sydney. He has over 30 years experience in

the field of event management during which time he has been

involved in the development and delivery of well over 1000 public

and private events ranging in scale from a few hundred people

to large outdoor celebrations approaching 250,000 attendees.

Prior to joining ACEM, Johnny was employed as Special Events

Manager for Tourism NSW and Special Events Manager for

the Darling Harbour Authority in Sydney. He is the patron of the

Festival and Events Association of Australia, a co-author of the

texts Festival and Special Event Management and the Regional

Event Management Handbook and a sought-after consultant

to both Government and event management companies.

IFT looks forward to welcoming Rob and Johnny, and the

participants, back in 2008 for a full, four-day programme with

both international and Macao content.

Dr. Soo-May Cheng
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Two representatives from National Kaohsiung Hospitality

College in Chinese Taiwan visited IFT in early November to

strengthen long-established ties. Both parties discussed ways

to enhance the operation of exchange programmes in the future.

Two representatives from the University of South Carolina in

the U.S.A. visited IFT in early December. Since their initial

agreement in 2006 there has been an exchange of student

activities taking place. Both parties took the opportunity to

Visit by delegates from partner institutions
explore further collaboration between the two institutions as well

as to meet with students who are interested in pursuing

exchange programmes or furthering their studies at USC.

Louisa Lam
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Workshop participants with programme speakers
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Many thanks to all of you!

This issue, we would like to especially thank Tourism College

academic colleague hosts  for their prolific ef forts to invite and

welcome expert guest speakers from the local community as

well as overseas. IFT students and staff have benefitted greatly

from these presentations.

- Dr. Rob Law, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, on 17

September.

- Professor Yisheng Lan, Shanghai University of Finance &

Economics, on 17 September.

- Mr. Alberto Bettencourt L.S. e Mota, the MCM Media

Consultant, on 25 September.

- Mr. Thomas Tang, Managing Director from Global Institute

for Tomorrow (GIFT), on 28 September.

- Mr. Andrew Kwok, the Executive Director of Singapore

Chamber of Commerce (HK), on 5 October.

- Dr. Aveline Perez, University of Melbourne, on 10 October.

- Professor Robert Douglas McKercher, Hong Kong

Polytechnic University, on 11 October.

- Ms. Cheryl Wilson, Head of Tourism and Entertainment

Invest Hong Kong, on 17 October.

- Dr. Thomas Bauer, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, on

24 October.

- Dr. Lee Jolliffe, University of New Brunswick, Canada, on

24-26 October.

- Mr. Jovee Tai, Swiss-Belhotel International and Mr. Sven

Yip, Hong Kong Career Centre, on 6 November.

- Dr. Sidney Cheung, Chinese University of Hong Kong, on 6

November.

- Mr. Michael Blum, Repulse Bay Capital (BVI) Limited, on 8

and 23 November.

- Dr. Hendrik Tieben, Chinese University of Hong Kong, on 9

November.

- Mrs. Leanda Lee, Australian Chamber of Commerce, on 14

November.

- Mr. Andrew Jones, Sanctuary Resort, on 21 November.

- Dr. William Hunter, Cheju National University Korea, on 23

November.

- Mr. Antoine Chahwan, General Manager of the Four

Seasons Hotel, on 26 November.

- Mr. Andrew Michael Whitaker, General Manager of The

Aberdeen Marina Club, on 27 November.

- Dr. Bjarte Humborstad, IIUM, on 28 November.

- Ms. Christina Siaw, Macau.com, on 28 November.

- Dr. Mak Wai-ming, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University,

on 30 November.

- Mr. Paul Spooner, University of Hong Kong, on 30

November.

- Mr. Grant Bowie, on 3 December.

- Dr. Zhang Chaozhi, Zhongshan University of China, on 5

December.

- Dr. Bjorn Harald Nordtveit, University of Hong Kong, on 7

December.

- Dr. Tim Winter, University of Sydney, on 10-11 December.

Tamami Ogata
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Summer exchange in Japan

IFT s sister school Ebino Kohgen Nissho International College

in Japan offered a three week intensive course to 10 selected

IFT students.

The whole course was richly arranged, including lessons on

interactive conversation and grammar, practising Japanese

culture, experiencing local life through off-campus trips and

gathering with local people. All of us were able to integrate

harmoniously as well as be friends with locals and exchange

students from other countries including South Korea, Mainland

China, Vietnam and Indonesia.

We are proud of IFT s international network as being able to

grant us this priceless exchange opportunity; we hereby thank

IFT, Makiko and Kenichi sensei for the arrangements and also

would like to express our sincere thanks to all the instructors,

classmates and other people in Japan who have rendered care

and assistance to us.                              !

Canny Ho Kuai San

Tourism Event Management Year 3 student
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Macao Occupational skills Recognition System (MORS) Gold Pin Competition

The MORS Gold Pin Competition, an annual event organised

by IFT, was held this year at the Venetian Exhibition Hall, on 8

November. The event, which has been held for the last four

consecutive years, serves as a platform for know-how and

experience exchange between local hospitality professionals.

It also provides the opportunity to show off talents and

capabilities.

This year, a total of 15 entities and 80 individual participants

took part in the competition in four different areas: Assistant

Cook (Western Kitchen), Bartender, Waiter/Waitress (Western

Restaurant Service) and Waiter/Waitress (Chinese Restaurant

Service).

The final Gold Pin winners were awarded a MORS gold pin,

MOP 6,000 cash prize and MOP 2,000 sponsorship for PACES

training courses.

Congratulations to the winners:

Assistant Cook (Western Kitchen)

Wong Weng U

Kerpatrik Gonzales Boiser

Bartender

Li DongLiang

Ruel Florida Landicho

Waiter and Waitress (Western Restaurant Service)

Yang Gang

Wu Qing Rong

Waiter and Waitress (Chinese Restaurant Service)

Feng Yuan Yuan

Hou ZhiLan

PACES
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Fundamentals of Travel Agency Operations

In order to strengthen travel agency front-line employees  job-

related knowledge and skills, IFT and the Association of Macau

Travel Industry Professionals have jointly organised a three-

month training programme. The programme, Fundamentals of

Travel Agency Operations, aims to ensure that employees

provide higher quality services to the local population and to

tourists.  From October to December 2007, executives from

travel agencies and airlines were invited to lecture on, and

discuss with students, the following topics:

- ABACUS - elementary operations and common questions

- Elementary Ticketing (including e-ticket and B2B)

- Ground Transfer and Events

- Outbound Tourism and Vacation Packages

- Marketing and Sales, Reception Skills

- Human Resources Management and Communicating

with Employees

- Managing Daily Operations

- Financial Management

- Time Management

The number of applicants reached 250, largely exceeding the

number of places available. To respond to such a fervent

demand, IFT and the Association of Macau Travel Industry

Professionals are planning to run the course for the second

time in March 2008. If you are interested, please pay attention

to our latest announcements.

PACES
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Congratulations to our Pastry and Bakery part-time teacher,

Herve Lemonon, who won the Gold prize at the Macau Culinary

Alliance Show Piece Competition  held at the Venetian in

November 2007.

Moreover, in November 2007, our Event and Tourism

Management part-time teachers, Ms. Villy Lam and Ms. Deborah

Vong joined the course Certified in Exhibition Management ,

which was organised by the International Association of

Exhibitions and Events and China Council for the Promotion of

International Trade. The course was beneficial to them, and

their final group project won first prize! Let s give them our

congratulations!

PACES
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Congratulations!

Herve Lemonon s award-winning masterpiece
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Hong Kong exchange trip 2007

The Student Union of IFT enjoyed an unforgettable trip to Hong
Kong on 28-30 September. Members on the trip included Scott
Wong, the president of SU, the tour leader, Vice-President of
SU, Patrick Chao and 13 others from the Student Union.

During the three days, we visited the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University, School of Hotel and Tourism Management, the Hong
Kong Vocational Training Centre, Hospitality Industry Training
and Development Centre and Chinese Cuisine Training Institute.
We also had a hotel field trip to the Grand Hyatt Hong Kong
and Kowloon Shangri-La Hong Kong.

At the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, School of Hotel and
Tourism Management, we were guided around the campus. We
also communicated with students from Hong Kong and shared

our study life, academia and experiences of student work with
each other.

The Hong Kong Vocational Training Centre, Hospitality Industry
Training and Development Centre and Chinese Cuisine Training
Institute is like IFT. It offers hospitality training courses, from
front desk operation and housekeeping to kitchen. In addition,
the training restaurant of the Chinese Cuisine Training Institute
provides Chinese provincial cuisine (prepared by the students)
to their members.

Last but not least, we visited the Grand Hyatt Hong Kong and
Kowloon Shangri-La Hong Kong s hotel rooms, function rooms,
restaurants and recreational facilities. We were welcomed and
had an amazing experience in both hotels.

Thanks to the excellent arrangement of this trip, we have greatly
broadened our horizons and we will never forget this meaningful
tour.

Patrick Chao Weng Hou
Student Union
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Thirty students from Mainland China, Austria, Canada, Finland,

South Korea, Sweden and The Netherlands journeyed to Macao

to pursue their one-semester or one-year exchange

programmes at IFT. To better integrate their studies at IFT and

their life in Macao, a Welcoming Programme  week was

arranged in early September.

Time was always too short for everything. When they had gotten

used to the living style, and were fully geared up for their studies

here, it was almost the end of the semester. In December, a

farewell party was given for them to share their happy moments

with our staff and Student Union members.

Farewell to our visiting exchange students for Fall 2007/08
IFT will continue to receive exchange students from our

overseas partner institutions. For more information, please

contact our Office for International Affairs of Registry at

office@ift.edu.mo.

Louisa Lam
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Student Union members visiting institutes and hotels in Hong Kong

Participants felt excited about this new activity from our Student

Union; in this game, they were divided into several groups. As

a warm-up, participants were required to take some photos of

lesser-known things inside IFT. After that, they went to

destinations in Macao and took photos of not-so-famous things.

Then they needed to accomplish certain missions at those

destinations. The goal of such missions was to help tourists

know more about Macao and let them feel the excitement of

Macao.

Student Union
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Treasure hunt

Exhausting treasure hunt gives participants and organisers a good appetite
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Volunteer Tourism - Youth for the Community 2007

I recently joined the Volunteer Tourism  programme. This Youth

for the Community 2007  was organised by the East Asian

Educational Association (EAEA) of Macao; seven university and

young professional women joined this programme. The whole

trip lasted for nine days, from 23 to 31 July. Our destination

was in the Cabalawan District - Tacloban City, Leyte, Philippines.

Our main services included painting the library, teaching at an

elementary school and holding a rummage sale. We also worked

with a local civic organisation, Soroptimist International of

Tacloban City, and with a team of local volunteer dentists to

offer free dental services to the school children.

This was quite an intensive programme with a lot of missions to

complete during the nine days. Yet, the satisfaction of both the

volunteer experience and cultural experience was massive. I

was glad that I had this opportunity to be working with a group

of enthusiastic volunteers who really wanted to help and put

the interests of the needy in front of everything.

Visiting the Regional Haven, a home for battered wives, and

the Home for Girls, a shelter for young girls who are victims of

physical and sexual aggression, gave me the most unforgettable

impression. The youngest one was just seven. I was really

impressed by their courage and also the effort of the social

workers who have been helping them.

Actually, true happiness can be simple. It s not money or power.

It can be as simple as cultivating human relationships. What I

gained the most from this trip is the friendship with everyone

there - the students, the teachers, the other volunteers, our

host family and all people that I met in the Philippines. When

you help others, you re the one who gains most from the

experience.

Living with the host family (De Leon Family) gave me the

opportunity to really experience life in the Philippines. While

both Macao people and Filipinos like to be in a large group and

have a big family, the way we express emotion and feeling is

different. They are always helpful and nice. For instance, the

students are always eager to help; they helped moving the

tables, painting the library, cleaning the floor, taking water for

us and a lot more. On the contrary, even if you give a candy to

attract the students in Macao to help, they will just say it s not

enough.

It s always said that when you are travelling, the best way to

understand the local culture is to do what the locals do. The

host family took us around the city at night and we saw how

locals live and what they do. They also told us stories and facts

about the Philippines. The gap between the rich and the poor is

quite big also. People in the city tend to be richer and more

materialistic; they like to dine out and use brand goods. Those

in the countryside are poorer (but also purer, more truthful and

helpful). Is that what city development will bring to Macao?

Volunteerism is a popular term in the tourism industry nowadays.

It enables experiences of travelling and cultural understanding

of another country, but also helps revitalise one s mind and

brings motivation in life. It widens our horizons and acceptance

of things. So, please do seize the opportunity to experience

and to help if the programme comes again.

Sandy Chio Wai Peng

Tourism Business Management Year 4 student
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Here we are the new members who joined IFT from October -

December 2007:

October

Ana Vong as Administrative Assistant, SATA

Florence, Kuan Chui Ying as Administrative Assistant, SAAF

May, Ng Iok Mei as Administrative Assistant, Engineering Team

Sally, Cheong Ion I as Administrative Assistant, SAAF

Welcome aboard!
November

Cheang Kum Sun as Kitchen Assistant, F&B

Ieong Sut Chan as Kitchen Assistant, F&B

William, Chu Hon Ming as Central Services Supervisor, CS

December

Wong Sao Peng as Kitchen Assistant, F&B

Oriana Chan as Administrative Assistant, SATA
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Macao representatives arriving in Tacloban City of the Philippines
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Macao Caritas Bazaar

The Mini Basketball Match Competition 2007 was a huge

success in November; there were more than 10 male teams.

Such extensive participation had never happened before; it

showed that the students were not only studying but also

enthusiastically playing sports!  After seven days of matches

there was a lively championship. In the closing ceremony, there

was a lucky draw for guessing the championship teams and

awarding the scorer prize.

IFT Student Union, Sports Club

The 38th Macao Caritas Bazaar was held on 3 and 4 November

(Saturday and Sunday) at the NAM VAN lake activities centre.

Mini basketball match
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A visit to Lar de Nossa Senhora de Penha
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On 17 November the IFT Student Union organised a visit to the

Lar de Nossa Senhora da Penha; there were 15 students and

lecturers who joined this meaningful activity. The Lar de Nossa

Senhora da Penha is a home for children who are physically

handicapped or mentally disabled. It is now serving around 25

children. The counsellor of the Lar de Nossa Senhora da Penha

gave a brief description of the facilities and the conditions of

the children. Our students and lecturers then played some

simple games with the children and talked with them. This

meaningful activity helps students know more about (and to

express concern about) people in need in our society.

Student Union

The Student Union of IFT was pleased to have the opportunity

to be one of the game booth organisers of the event.

With the great support of our student helpers, the event

was successful. Our Student Union is enthusiastic in

holding different kinds of charity events. We will continue

to hold this meaningful event and spread the spirit of generosity

throughout our Macao society.

Student Union
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Loyal fans intermingle with the champion team

Student Union members benefit from visiting the Lar de Nossa Senhora da Penha

Organisers gleeful over the success of their booth at the Macao Caritas Bazaar


